WE PROTECT VALUES

We show our customers the solutions we can use together to live up to our responsibility for sustainability and resource conservation. Our mission is to deliver the highest quality while simultaneously meeting the highest standards of health and environmental sustainability.

CONSULTATION, RESEARCH & DEVELOPMENT AND PRODUCTION

TUNAP stands for passion and competence in the field of chemical products and testing. Our focus is especially in the area of specialty lubricants and cleaners. Through our own development and production, you benefit from our holistic product knowledge. Rounded off by internal chemical compliance and our application technology consultants, we are the ideal partner for your future growth. With our powerful logistics, we serve the needs of our customers worldwide.

To maintain the high quality standards, we produce according to ISO 9001 (certified quality management), ISO 14001 (certified eco-audit) and OHSAS (certified safety management). We cooperate with Ökoprofit, are members of Umweltpakt Bayern (Bavarian Environmental Pact) and offer many Kosher and Halal certified products registered by the NSF.

To continuously expand our knowledge and actively shape the environment, TUNAP is also a member of: the Industrie-Gemeinschaft Aerosol (IGA) (Aerosol Industry Community), the Verband der Chemischen Industrie (VCI) (Chemical Industry Association) and the Verband Schmierstoff-Industrie (VSI) (Lubricant Industry Association) as well as the European Lubricating Grease Institute (ELGI) and the Deutsches Institut für Normung (DIN) (German Institute for Standardisation).
TUNAP | LUBRICATION POINTS

- Paste
- Grease
- Oil
TUNAP | PRODUCT GROUPS

GREASES

• Noise-reducing greases
• Bearing greases
• High-load greases
• Greases for rolling and sliding bearings
• Greases for electrical contacts
• Greases for valves and fittings
• Greases in food quality
• High-temperature greases

OILS

• Chain oils
• Multi-purpose oils
• Gear oils
• Hydraulic oils
TUNAP | PRODUCT GROUPS

PASTES

- Carbon assembly pastes
- Assembly and release pastes
- High-temperature pastes
- Food quality pastes
- Lubricating pastes

CLEANING AGENTS

- Brake Cleaners
- Drive Cleaners
- Frame Cleaners
- Assembly cleaning agents
- Safety cleaning agents
- NSF H1 and K1 registered cleaning agents
Mechanical-dynamic tests

- Brugger test according to DIN 51347
- FE9 ball bearing test according to DIN 51819
- SRV tester according to DIN 51834
- EMCOR test according to DIN 51802

Realistic tests

- Simulation of two-wheel drives including environmental influences (wind, water, dust)
- Energy efficiency as a function of lubricant, lubrication conditions and environmental conditions
- Use in the context of developments of tribological solutions
- Tests as a service (OEMs, sports, press, ...)

Simulation test stand for two-wheel drives

- Change in efficiency after wear and tear simulation run
- Evaluation of the spray behaviour
- Water resistances
- Effects of dust on lubricants / lubrication
- Direct comparison of the performance of different products
- Vibration behaviour of drives
- Thermographic measurement
- Noise behaviour of drives
Chemical Compliance

Our specialists are at your side in all product areas:

- REACh management
- Creation of safety data sheets in different languages
- Customs classification
- Hazardous substance management
- Dangerous goods management
- Notification to poison emergency call
- GHS management
- Preparation of product information files including safety ratings
- Marketability check
- Training

Your benefits at a glance

For more than 45 years we have been valued by our industrial customers and as a family business we can see continuous, above-average growth.

- Extensive portfolio of high performance products
- The right product for every application
- Individual consultation, development and production from one source
- Competent contact persons
- Certified quality through numerous authorisation, approvals and certifications
- Worldwide logistics